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Translation Model

 

1. GUI sends instructions simultaneously 
to both motor controllers

2. Motor controllers run current through 
connected solenoid coils

3. Induced magnetic fields translate 
permanent magnets

Abstract
Background: 
Magnetic Particle Delivery is the in vivo transport of nanocarriers via external 
magnets. Although it is a promising method for the noninvasive delivery of 
therapeutic payloads, many limitations (e.g. physiological barriers, magnetic field 
attenuation, impracticality of manual control) are holding the technology back from 
clinical implementation [1]. Weinberg Medical Physics (WMP) is constructing an 
MRI-guided magnetic control system (MCS) to overcome these limitations [2].

Purpose:
(1) Design and build a precursor software control interface for WMP’s future MCS. 
The software will control WMP’s 4 coil array MCS as a test platform.
 

(2) Improve control of the 4 coil array MCS by automating and increasing accuracy 
of its particle translation.

Significance: 
MAGNETO lays the foundation for automation behavior, control flow, and user 
interaction for future MCS.

Graphic User Interface

Technical Requirements
Graphical User Interface (GUI)

● Optical image streaming at > 30 fps
● Consistent object-of-interest detection against various lighting
● 2D user path drawing and processing (e.g. discretization, loading/saving)
● Particle delivery automation protocol (e.g. sequence of events, safety features)
● Real-time data collection (particle translation fields, UI high-level interactions)

Particle Control
● Bidirectional hardware communication with GUI
● Operating system independent control scheme
● Simultaneous control of multiple hardware components
● Consistent translation across user-defined path

Hardware Metrics 

Results
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System Operation

Conclusion and Future Work
MAGNETO was shown to consistently track and accurately guide a magnetic 
object-of-interest along a user-defined delivery path. System operation can be easily set 
up and monitored through an intuitive user interface. However, further improvements to 
translation accuracy can be potentially made through model refinement and altering 
hardware architecture (e.g. adding in coils to eliminate translation dead zones). Future 
work consists of porting the system to WMP's future MCS. The next iteration will be 
capable of processing MR image batches and activating more complex magnet arrays 
to translate smaller scale particles.
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